Prevent the unthinkable. The risk of theft, terrorism, and crime is an increasing
concern, so corporations and government agencies require complete confidence
that sites are fully secured, both day and night. That’s why valuable assets,
employees and information are now being protected using the most advanced
surveillance technology available today–thermal imaging .
The Thermal-Eye™ Thermal Security
Cameras–the TSCSS SS and TSCXP–
use thermal imaging to detect objects
hidden in unlit areas or people lurking in
shadowed corners that are invisible o the
naked eye and virtually indistinguishable
with
other
technologies.
Thermal
cameras provide complete visibility in the
darkest of nights, on the water and even
in bad weather.

Comparing 3 technologies in identical scenes,
notice the inability to see the people under image
intensification and CCTV and the clarity of them
in the thermal image.

Comparing 3 technologies in identical scenes, the
image intensification has light blooming that hides
the activities, the visible light image is too dark and
the thermal image shows every action.

The Thermal-Eye Thermal Security Cameras operate alone and are uniquely
designed to fit within almost any standard enclosure and the installation takes just
a few minutes. Raytheon’s line of security cameras gives the benefits of thermal
imaging in a package that is specifically designed to fit into existing CCTV security
architecture making implementation easy and hassle-free.
The extended detection range of the Thermal-Eye Thermal Security Cameras
allow for effectively monitoring of larger areas per camera, and therefore require
less investment for larger perimeter sites compared to other surveillance
technologies.

Benefits
§
§

§

No light is needed to provide complete night and day
surveillance; people and vehicles are clearly visible.
Plug-and-play compatibility with standard
CCTV interfaces and enclosures; no need to invest in different
infrastructure.
Cost effective for large area coverage and perimeter
security.

Notes:
1. For outdoor use, the TSCSS is assumed to be installed in a Pelco enclosure, model EH4718-2, with heater, defroster,
blower, and sun shroud options, and with the vent covers installed, or equivalent NEMA 4 rated enclosure.
2. When used in an enclosure, an infrared-transmitting window must be installed. Infrared window conversion kits are
available for the following Pelco enclosure products: Pelco Series 2500 enclosures, Pelco Series 3500 enclosures,
Pelco Series 4700 enclosures
3. For outdoor use, a UL approved protective enclosure with NEMA 4 rating must be used.
4. Other video formats also available.
5. Universal Series Enclosure window comes as a kit designed to fit the intended enclosure after being sized by the
installer. The silicon or germanium window is then bonded into the frame using the provided bonding material and
instructions, to ensure proper fit and function.
Specifications and design subject to change without notice.
Additional product information may be found within the instruction/user manual.

